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SD: We were talking about the Western Federation of Miners a bit, 

like to talk about the role of women? 

BW: Well you must remember that I had no personal acquaintance 

with the Western Federation of Miners. 

SD: That was way before your time 

BW: Yes. 

SD: Yeah? 

BW: Like 1917. They changed the name to the International Union 

sometime in 1917. 

SD: Right. 

BW: But the traditions of the Western Federation of Miners re-

mained. In fact, the preamble to the :onsti±ution was dir-

ectly from the old 'onstitution of the Western Federation 

of Min~rs. "We hold that there is a class struggle." That 

was the first phrase in the preamble to the onstitution. 

SD: Right. And there was like a historic understanding 

that women were a really important component in the struggle. 

BW: That's right. They had to be. In the early days of mining, 

you were in isolated camps, where the women had to be involved, 

whether they wanted to or not; they were part and parcel of the 

life. Particularly small mining towns. Here's a one-industry 

town and this industry is their whole livelihood; their whole 
binds, 

life~is bound around this one industry. 

SD: So community structure was 

BW: It was inevitable. 

SD: How did women get involved with it? Was it through the cons-

cious efforts of the miners, or did they just get themselves 
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BW: I suppose it was spontaneous thing to begin with. 

I mean they were part of it. 

SD: Yeah. 

BW: The wives, the daughters, the sons. 

SD: Whole families. 

BW: The whole family was involved. You all had to go and trade at 

the store, and that song as Regr,pointed out the other night-:--

"I owe my soul to the Company store"--was no joke. It's ab-

solute truth. I seen families, pay day after pay day, receive 

a blank cheque. 

SD: Because the money was being taken 

BW: At the store. 

SD: And then they would continue to buy on credit. 

BW:- All you, you didn't have to have money in the store. You 

just went in and gave your payroll number. You didn't need 

any money. 

SD: Right. So they really got you. 

BW: Oh, they had you 

SD: Like contract labor almost. 

BW: It was contract labor. always worked piece work. It's 

a funny thing, , one of the '30's strikes, and I guess 

one of the most vicious strikes of the whole Western Federation, 

was around the question of, what we call piece ·work now. 
~-,_../ 

they used to lease their stokes. As they pay the company 

a certain amount of money to work this particular vein; and 

whatever they were able to take out of it was theirs. And 

the companies cancelled this leasing, which caused a major 

strike. And there was a sort of a compromise; instead of 
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BW: (cont) reinstituting this leasing, they began this contract 

to work; so much a ton, so much a foot, which is really piece

work. 

SD: Yeah. 

BW: But it was contracting in the mines, "I'm a contractor." 

Here's the contract, so much a foot, $9 a foot, or 

feet of drifting; and generally on a contract, you could 

double your wages, if not triple them, if you really wanted 

to burn yourself up. And that's exactly what happened. 

SD: So the wives or the women who lived with the miners,would 

be affected on a whole lot of levels: one would be, their 

fam, the family income in terms of the store, and their ability 

to survive; and another would be, that the man who they lived 

with would be incredibly , 1 

BW: That's right. And there was the conditions in these towns: 

Water, for example, sometimes there was no water; you went 

down to the creek and packed the water up to the house. And 

most of them had no electricity; you burned a lamp or candles. 

And such things as that were, they affected the women as much 

as they did the men, even more than they did the men. 'Cause 

it was the women that packed the water. 

SD: Right. 

BW: I know we, even when I was in Bridge River, which is as late 

as 1935, marched that water pretty near half a mile. In one 

cabin.we were in. 

SD: That's incredible~ 

BW: Yeah, it's unbelievable today. 
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SD: Yeah, it is, quite unbelievable. It's sort of like conditions 
,i 

BW: That's right. ·' we took them as matter of fact, but 
affected 

they were conditions that everybody; this is why, I 

think one reason that the women became involved, because of 

these conditions; they weren't necessary. 

SD: So the union fought around those issues as well as working 

conditions 

BW: That's right. Right. 

SD: And that's would be also where Women's Auxiliaries would be 

really instrumental 

BW: . That's right. They laid down the rules and that for that 

type of struggle. The conditions for it. "What do we want?" 

They said what they wanted. At least what was necessary. 

SD: So, you know, so what you're saying, which is interesting, 

is that the Auxiliary in the mining industry was much more 

than just a support group for the union; it was like ... 

BW: That's right. It was a part of the group. 

SD: Yeah, in that it dealt with a whole aspect of working class 

wives, in addressing that. 

BW: That's right, from a woman's standpoint. See, I don't know 

when they started to bring women into the cookhouse, and all 
the 

mines didn't do it, ut where/\women were waiting, 

waitresses in the cookhouse, they actually belonged to the 

union. They didn't belong to the Women's Auxiliary, but they 

belonged to the union itself. So any woman that was working 

on the job was eligible for the union. So ' wives and 
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BW: (Cont) daughters made up the Auxiliary, (coughs) ... 

SD: Did they work with women who were inside the union, at all 

BW: Oh yes, well, in the sense that they were never more than, oh 

maybe a dozen women at the most? 

SD: Yeah, and how many would be inside, the same people in all 

instances, women who were married to guys that were 

BW: Sometimes. Not always, not always, sometimes they were single 

women. 

SD: So, can you describe, we were talking a . bit earlier 

about the structure of the Auxiliary and the union, and how 

they had delegates and so on, can you describe that just a bit? 

BW: Well, it's, they were structured more or less just like the 

union was. I mean they had the similiar officers, and well, 

I did mention they were delegate, they had delegates to 

the union meeting, they were also entitled to delegates to 

the convention. 

SD: With what? 

BW: With voice, and vote. 

SD: And vote? 

BW: And vote. 

SD: How did they get that 

BW: The delegates at the conven, at the union meeting had a vote. 

The delegates had a vote. But the Women's Auxiliary that 

just attended the meeting, had a voice, but they had no vote. 

But the delegates was a different story. 

SD: And it was the reverse, from the union - the Auxiliary. 

BW: That's right. 

SD: Which was really important, because it meant that union couldn't 
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SD: (cont) overrule in a sense the position of the Auxiliary. 

BW: No they couldn't. 

SD: Right. 

BW: No. So there was an equality that existed, was long before 

the women's lib, liberation movement began. Outside of the 

suffragette, which was a1· early liberation But it had died 

down, what in the early '20's. 

SD: Right. How did the decision get made to have women, have 

delegates to conventions and so on? Is something the women 

fought for, or was it ... 

BW: I don't really know. 

SD: Yeah, it's interesting, very interesting, reall''·· 

BW: I don't really know. The years that I was in the miner's 

union, i f.\vas always that way. Now when it became that way, 
I 
I 

must have been during the Western Federation of Miner days. 
I say, 

And that's before my time; and nothing I've read has dealt 

with that particular subject. 

SD: There were some really important women who were union organizers 

too weren't there in the history of ... 

BW: Oh yes. 

SD: ... tradition of Western Federation. 

BW: Oh definitely. See many of these mines, Bute for 

example, which was I guess one of the earlier mining towns, 

women in general played a major role in organizing. And 

certainly this is where ,Joe Hill .did most of his work, was 

around Bute and from there over to Utah. Where he did alot 

around Bute. Haywood also worked in around Bute. 
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SD: Is this the IWW? 

BW: Bill Haywood was also a member of president of 

oh, not ill, Western Federation, was president of the 

Western Federation. The Western Federation played a role 

in building the nvw. 

SD: Yeah. So, that's great. Do you have anything else around the 

women's role around the mines 

BW: That's about all I can think of. One little that 

went through, in the last strike Britannia, '65, '64-'65 

I guess, at that point, the Women's Auxiliary was disbanded~ 

because of the expected injunction, which didn't come incid-

entally, just because they were ready for it. And they were 

all out, and we had stations set,up; we didn't have a picket-

line waiting; there's no 1:my youcould csurround a mining 

property, there was so many acres involved, but there was 

only two roads that could enter the property, and these formed 

the picket stations. So there wer~bands of women at each 

stations, ready to takeover, the sheriff came up to read 

the injunction. But this was at its first or second day. 

The company brought in two privat . from North Vancouver, 

(slight laugh), we had a couple of arguments. Company tried 

to run a truck out of the yard; we blocked it. So after that 

cooled off, I went down to the other picket station, which 
f- ,-. I· f 

\) 

was down the hill and more on to the highway. was 

vice-president at the time, and I guess I was vice-chairman 

of the, no, yeah vice-chairman of the strike committee, so I 

hadn't been down there, and they 1 d had the same problem there, 

the company trying to run a truck out. I mean it was a 
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BW: 
if 

(cont) put-up thing, 
\ 
something they had to do, was to sortof 

10 
test the picket, so they blocked it. So while I was there 

talking to them, this other guy come down in his car, excited 

as hell~ these two privat~dicks had been man-handling one of 

the pickets, but the picket hadn't retaliated. No sense to® 

"eep it cool". So I went back up the hill away. I wonder 

what the hell. going to tackle this. So coming up 

from the hill I could see all the women there and I got the 

idea. So I walked up to these two guys and I called them out 

11 and I tell you now: the next time you man-handle one of these 

pickets, you see those women over there, they're going to put 

you under Citizens Arrest, and take you over to Squamish and 

charge you with assault!" They disappeared. (laughs). You 

should have heard the howl that went up from the women. 

(laughs). 

SD: (laughs) 

BW: You know they were just hoping now, if they'd have thoughtof 

it, they'd have been in Squamish. 

SD: Yeah. So that was around '64? 

BW: This is the kind of attitude you get. 

SD: Yeah. 

BW: '64, '65 strike, yeah. That was a seven and a half month 

strike. 

SD: Did women enter the mining industry during the war? 

SD: No. There were laws against women working underground \veren' t 

there? 
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BW: I'm not so sure about that. There were laws against Orientals 

working underground o g·uess is one of the bad things the 
is 

Western Federation dido This"' the way they rea.cted to these 
I \ 

corporations using cheap labor. I don't think there was a 

law prohibiting women. I don't know of any such anyway. 
rt· 

Cause you remember, in the early days, was common for women 
}q~( 
v ''fo 

to work in the mines. How Green Was 

my Valley, was a take-off from those days. 

SD: But, okay, I didn't realize that that was common in B.C., 

I knew it was true in :·, 

BW: I don't think it was common in B.C., oh no, no, I don't think 

they wouldn't work in the mines in North America at all. 

SD: Yeah, it's more like the industrial 

BW: did. I think my dad was only about 12 or 13, when he 

started work in the coa1fnines. But I've never heard of women 
l 

ac·!:ually working in the mines, until the last couple of yec;rs. 

so~ And that was in a different context. 

BW: In the context of the women's , that's true. 

And with the new e1uipment, there's no reason why they shouldn't 

really, I mean, you don't have to handle, man-handle this, alol 

of this new equipment. 

SD: It's all industrialized, eh? 

BW: It has push-button control for alot of it. I mean if I can sit 

there with my one finger work the controls, there's no reason why 

a woman can't do the same thing. Regardless of her condition 

SD: Yeah, right. Okay, maybe we should talk about the ship-build-
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industry 

SD: (cant) ing 1dn the war again. 

BW: Yeah, I guess it would be around '41 I think, I can't really 

remember, maybe '42. 

taking them into the 

broug~1t the women in 

Anyways, help was getting scarce from 

army and killing them oveythere; then 
~ 

Really quite a thing. 
01'"tci.· 

they came in as helpers I think there was one .or two came 
e..S 

in as Improvers . t\ they called them in the yard: and they'd 
l(l 

'Jane through a training course, burning or welding 

. they to go through, oh)several months of Improver-

ship before they were adjudged tradesmen. But the helper 

the hoses out, for the trad·~smen, the 

they 
irhcL 

hoses or the cable for the welding machine, and after 

they were an Improver and doing the job 1 som~bod~ould come 
tf . 

along and string the hoses out for them, so only lasted 

for a short period. First thing you knew, they were stringing 

their own hoses and cables out. And, quite 

doing their own work without any help. Pretty soon, nobody 

was paying them any attention; they were just another work-

ing; another worker. But there was one bar in Rupert, the 

Savoy Hotel--nov beer was rationed of course during the war, 

and they saved the beer for the steel gang coming out of t:H~ 

shipyard. It was the steel gang where most. of d1e women 

'\vorked, outside of the office and that. So t.he bar was closed, 

till the steel gang came off, then they opened it. And these 

women would come ire; they'd sit down;as usual the man would 

buy the beP.:r , But I don't think it was a week before th':!Y 

asserted themselves, "Now it's my round now." Ar..iJ they v1ere 
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BW: (cant) buying round for round with the rest of the workers. 

This is how closely they became a.1d how ''4-Jell they were accepted. 

Therevno problems ~t all with them. 

SD: So ••• 

BW: They acted as shop stev'ards in the union. Net only , only 
~'' l "\ "-:~- -~--{::_ 

women v1ere e!nployed but · ·. the gener~tl 'YOrkers, the burners 

and welders, was ·the main jobs they had. There was some acted 

as pass!~ :s, but~ burning and w~~1ding was pretty well, and a;; 

helF.:ors, yes. 

SD: So burners and welders were skilled ... 

BW: Oh they were skilled trades, yes. 
/ /' C)·; 

SD: imtl trained, 

BW: Train,ed on the job. 

S~; Who did the hiring? Did the union hire? 

BW: No, nOi;l we h<Ol.d no clo 3()d E.:hop. That was the peculiar thing 

about the Rupert yax:d; we had a closed shop, but it wasn't 

legal. 
lv1 

lt was a closed shop because the union mbde it closed. 

you listen to that tape of Chris's, I think I brought 

this out fairly clea::J y. 

SD: So.,,~ 

BW~ But every union. member carrie1 nenb~rship cards; not only the 

shop stetrl<:Hd, b'u"t the shop steward v:as responsib L:~ fc:r col-

lecting dufcS. There \vas no pay f no che :: 1 ~·-cff of any-thing. Yes, 

you had a very close rel.1l~i.cnship with t.he \'lOrkers. 
u~.E:' 

SD: Okay, so, SOt\ women were hired by the company; and was then· 
1\ \·ve:u 

of attitude ~what was it like when they fir~t came on 

a job, how did guys react to ·then? 
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BW: Well, it was kind of novel, you know; something they hadn't 

seen before. 

SD: There wasn't hostility? 

BW: No. 

SD: No? 

BW: No, I never noticed any hostility. As I say, they stepped 

up to pull their hoses out for them a lot 

of help that you wouldn't have given to a male worker by any 

means. But this soon disappeared too. 

SD: Did people see women being there because of the needs of the 

war or did they accept them as being treated as long-term 

BW: 

SD: 

workers? 

I don't think they even ••• 

Though tt~f it. 
~; t ;''! l 

BW: 'ven thought about it. No. 

SD: The, the, the general situation of work lj;'t was 

really changing in this period anyhow wasn't it? 

BW: Oh definitely. 

SD: The 1 yard had been closed for years 

BW: Been closed from between the two wars. 

SD: Right. (laughs) 

BW: (laughs) now. 

SD: Yeah. So essentially 'r '''work situation? 

BW: That right. They did do a bit of work, mind you; the yard 

wasn't completely closed. They built a couple of barges, other 

jobs like that, periodically. 

yes the yard was closed. They 

But for all intensive purposes, 

~a few wooden ships even. 
n 
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SD: So how did the women react to being in that kind of job 

BW: 

situation? Do you remember any of the kinds of convers
'7 

" ations, their attitudes 

Not really, 

d s 
they did 

11 Well, Jesus, 

on a ship wasn't the 
f 

'; 

their conversations or,- anything. 

little nervous~ "'~h,,,Ylff,vf' 
c 

guys gonna' a<?tpt this! 11 And working 
workin' 

easiest thing; they were/\at a bf ofa,Jtilai~.k; 

articularly in the skeleton, when they're just putting 

up the framework., There were ladders and there were stagVi'~ 
where they had to 

' they were very careful about how thev got to~work, of course 
pay any 

so were some of the men. Whereas others ~idri'tl\ attention at 

all; they walked across- the beams, just paid no attention. 

SD: Yeah. I find it very difficult; it woula have taken 

me awhile (laughs) 

BW: It took the men--infact there was-some people that never do 

get accustomed to it. 

SD: So, were the majority of women unskilled workers though? 

BW: Yes. Helpers. 

SD: And,, how di~ the women get involved in their union? Did the 

union make a conscious effort to reach out to them? 

BW: Oh, they were signed up. 

SD: Yeah. 

BW: They were another worker and they had to be signed. 

SD: Was· there any sort of specific attempt to reach the women, 

other than signing them up in terms of, 11 Well, here's a, 

whole new within the union, and we have to them. 11 

BW: No I don't think so. 
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SD: 

BW: 

did 
So howl\ women become shop stewards? 

Like anybody else. Elected by the group they were working 

with. You see the shop stewards were never appointed; they 

were electedL f you were a rivetter and you work in a certain 

section, well that group elected the shop steward rivetter, 

same with the caulkers ,jsame with the welders. Each group 

had their own shop stewards. 

SD: Was there an industrial union by the women came ini or was it 

still 

BW: Yes, I think it was, yes, it had already been set up as the 

SD: 

Shipyard and General Worker"s Union. Originally it was the 

Boilermaker's Union. And they the Boilermaker's trade 

into a number of different trades. The rivetter and the 

caulker, the burner, the welder, the _ flater, and so on, 

these were all--the boilermaker was supposed to do all of 

these jobs;well obviously they couldn't train him to do all 

of these jobs. so it was split up. I think there was only 
n 

two or three boilermakers working in the shipyard, in Pr~~e 

Rupert. 

So when you 

unions 

split up, does than mean that they're also 

') 
Split UP, in different 

No/ 
BW: !\The Shipyard and General Worker's Union. 

SD: Right. 

h . k()) d . . b f But t e bollerma ers tra e was spllt lnto a num er o 
1\ 

BW: 

trades. 

SD: Right. 

BW: I guess that's the way you'd explain that. 
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BW: (cont) were aspects of the boilermakers, but they 

trades, and general. 

SD: So, was there alot of militancy within 

BW: Quite a bit, yes. 

SD: And ... 

BW: There was almost a constant 'wobble' in the (laughs) 

SD~ Can you, yeah, wobbles,that'-s like a wil~dcat? 

BW: Like a wildcat strike, yes. 

SD: Yeah, because there was a no-strike ... 

BW: We never signed it. 

SD: So, and the women participated in that? 

BW: Oh yes, yeah. 

SD: Quite interesting, to think of a whole layer of people who 

must~have gone through some pretty incredible changes in the 

way they thought and felt. Where did those women come from? 

Were they Rupert; 
,, I 

! work' in th~yards 

BW: Yes, they all, their husbands worked in the yard. 

SD: 

BW: Or their fathers and there were the daughters. Yeah, they 
I ,, 

were all from around; I don't think any of them were brought 

in. 

SD: So in.a sense they tradition 

ready been established, 

BW: That's right, it was part of the family. 

SD: Were sort there any sort of changes up in the community when 

this number of women began to work? Began to work in the 
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BW: No I don't think, outside of what I mentioned round the hotel 

and that, outside of that. I don't think there was any, no. 

SD: Wer(there general changes in attitude towards women at all 

·around that time? 
,n 

BW: Well it was pretty hard to tell, see Rupert wa~uch a turmoil; 
'* ~$ ,hi 

an army base, the Canadian army; there was an army base 

for the American army. There was also a concentration of 

workers, and a concentration of fishermen. So there was some 

terrific conflicts. Saturday night was a series of battles 

from one corner to the next. (laughs) 
r+ l•' fl s 11.,., 1:: / 

SD: What did these women do with their 

~ids? Did they talk about that at all? 

BW: No, I don't think the question ever arose. I can't remember 

it ever arising anyway. 

SD: And did the union ever talk 

leave, or? 

BW: No.· 

SD: No'? 

BW: No, these issues never carne up. 

SD: How about equal pay for work? 

BW~ They got equal pay. 

SD: And how did people see doing that? 

the wage levels of the rn~n 1 

issues like maternity 

DA'\ 

Was it , protect 

BW:_ Oh, I think it was recognized, that if they didn't get their 

right wages, the same wages-as the man was getting, then they 

was going to undercut the man's wages. This, I'm sure was 

generally recognized. 
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SO: Right. 

BW: In fact they insisted that a--the company did make an attempt, 

SD: Oh cari you describe that ..• 

BW: Kindof a half-hearted attempt, mind you., 

SD: How did they do that? 

BW: They just weren't paying the wor, the wage. And that was one 

of the causes of one of the wobbles. (laughs) 

SD: People just downed their tools? 

e'~ 
BW: Down their tools,"New go over and get this thing straightened 

SD: 

BW: 

SD: 

BW: 

out." 

Right. 
11 

So straightened out; that was 

any more trouble around it. 

And they tried to use- the women? 

Yeah. 

1?-J1..f'c.O WCS 
the last iv~e , never 

SD: How did the women react to that? They were really angry or? 
-to 

BW: Well I think they were kinda sittin' by, watchin.'vsee what 

SD: 

BW: 

was happening. Weren't too many women in the yard at the 

time. Was nipped right in the bud. As soon as 

they raised the question, it stopped. 

. . '1 
Did women come to un1on meet1ngs. 

Yes, not too many of them probably, but there was always 

e . 
women at the met1ngs. 

Right.~ Could, 
SD: Aone of the things that would strike me is that if the women 

came in- and~sortof saw themselves as doing that kind of work, 

duration of the war, then they may be,= might 

be less likely to actually participate within the union and ... 
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BW: . Yeah, I think there was that understanding amongst the women, 

that this was a war-time job. And as soon as the war was over, 

it would be finished. In fact most of the men in the yard 

at .Prince Rupert knew that, that when ·the war was over, they, 

we had no jobs either. 

SD: What happened to those women when the war ended? When did 

they begin to lay off women, around 1943 or so? 

BW: Oh, about '46. 

SD: "~6. 

BW: Yeah, No, it mus.t have been latter part of '45. I got laid 

off in '46, February, which is -pretty early. 

SD: Yeah. 

BW: And I had a fair amount of seniority. So it must have started 

right after the end of the war. 

SD: Did .•• 

BW: I think they finished the ship,they were building, and no 

more orders, -so ••. 

SD: Did they lay off the women first, or 

BW:- Mmmm. 

in the 

well, 

I can't really remember, they proably laid them off 
And 

terms of the seniority.~ they would be the last hired, 

not exactl~ there were lots hired after 

them. And of course they·would be 

SD: Was there was alot of kindof propaganda about women working, 

sometimes like newspaper articlesJ or articles in the union 

paper and ... 

BW: Well yes there was-a certain amount of, the 

Rivetter (laughs) . There was alot of this sortof nonsense 
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BW: (cont} going around. 

SD: Yeah. 

BW: I don't think it affected anybody. (laughs} Not there 

anyway. It may have had an effect around Boeings or places 

like that. Certainly didn't affect the Rupert yard. It was 

only a small yard. 

SD: How man;¥ veople... --7 

1r1 :J:- -w~A" eh. ' 'r 

BW: was only a two-way /yard on the coast. . '1 . 
1Ne1~ ~, . 

SD: What's a two-way yard? 

BW: They could build two ships at a time. 

SD: Oh, right. '• 
' tv..CJ{;) ~. 

.BW: You see there was two way , and you always build your 

ship on a way_ so they -could slide down._ 

SD: Yeah. 

END OF SIDE I 
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BW: There was only two in Rupert. 
'1 
' SD: Right. So how many workers were there 

BW: Oh pretty close to 2000 at one time. 

SD: And how many of those would be womenl·approximately? 

BW~ I couldn't tell you. 

SD: Yeah. 200 or? 

BW: Yes it would run into the lOO's alright. 

SD: Yeah. 

BW: Yeah. 
(ver<, 

SD: ThPre 3ame pretty _ political-battles in the 

shipyards in general the union - were the women 

pretty integrated into those debates? 

BW: I think those major battles were pretty well over the 

time the women came in. You see they centered around the no-

strike pledge, the major fight, and that had been settled 

before the women came in. 

SD: Whereabouts did you split with the CCL? 

BW:- Oh we never split with the CCL. 

SD: k) ( O>-V" Qt--v 

BW: No. I don't think that the Vancouver split from the CLC; 

SD: 

BW: 

it was CLC at that time, not the CCL. 

hu 
•J 

You may be right, at the very end of the war,when there was so 

few members, particularly in Victoria. 
(.,\}{'~'(_ 

You see there sev-

eral yards in Victoria, small yards, and they, some of them may 
t); Y1 dJ..,rv e. 

have been put - receivjtrship. By the time I had left 

the shipyard and gone back to the mines. 
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SD: J 
-n.·) c lA.)C!i s a..... 

go back. woman killed 1r1 

BW: Yeah, I think it was the second, no I guess she only had 

her back broken, she wasn't killed. But she stepped off 
-;;orr•e 

the deck onto a staging; and the staging planks havevgive to 

them, this spring. Now it was her first day in the yard; 

and I guess this spring scared her,and the height. And 

she went right over the end. 

SD: Oh dear. Yeah. 

BW: She was a cripple the rest of her life, paralyzed from 

the waist down I believe. 

SD: Wow. So was there, did people sort of get trained when they 

came into the yards at all? 

BW: Well the training was in-- the yard. 

SD: The training was in the yard? 

BW: You were on the job now; you begin to learn. This was the 

same with the: men: they came into the yard, you start at the 

bottom, then you start working up. 

SD: So it would be a real test of people's ability then? 

BW: That's right. I imagine there was alot that came in that 

couldn't take it and left. 

SD: Yeah. 

BW: Particularly when they came in on a ship that was just about 

finished, and found themselves working up on the upper deck, 
/,.~·-

on the super structure, and all this vast open space below 
·~; 

them? 

SD: Were the women -. th~ar effort? Did they •.. 

BW: Oh yes, in fact many of them in the shipyard were, particularly 
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BW: (cont) the Stalinist~ They supported the Victory Bonds and 

what not. This is after '41 when the Soviet Union entered 

the war. 

SD: Right. 

BW: Then the war effort was a major thing. Work conditions went 

to hell, as far as they were concerned. 

SD: People were working piece-work 

BW: Oh yes. Well, no, outside of the rivetters, I don't think 

there was any piece-work in the shipyard. The rivetters worked 

piece-work, but I don't think anybody else did. The rivet-

ter was used actually to drive the whole shipyard; that's 

what actually happened. He was on piece-work; he was in a 
so on 

hurry,. of have to get these plates for him to move on; 
R_! f\. 

the staging had to get in there and get his staging 

ready. 

SD: Sort of like the lead man almost. 
Yeah, 

BW: 1\ well he, was the guy that set the pace, 
Gl 

getting paid for it, the rest werenJt.. 

SD: Mmnmhn. They were just getting normal wages. 

BW: Yeah. 
de 

SD: Was piece-work at all? 

but he was 

BW: No, no. It's a funny thing, the piece rate and the wage it-

self. It was the same wage, the same piece rate that existed 

during the First World War. Yeah, that's .•. 

SD: ~c~ ( d 

BW: Oh partly, and then of course there was a ban on wages; the 

=ar _,;.abor .;::;oard said, "You must not raise wages." And what 1'_:· 
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BW: (cont) did the company say? "Gees, we'd like to raise those 

wages, but here's War Labor Board says no. And it would 

be against the law for us to raise wages." 

SD: Right. Do you have any other, are there any other sort of 

major areas in your experience that you can think of where 

the question of women was central in the labor movement, 

or came up , 

BW: No. 

SD: No? 
I 

BW: No, I can't thin¥of anything else. 

SD: In the '30's, were there many women involved in the labor 

movement at all? 

BW: No. Not that I know of. You see, my work during the '30's 

SD: 

BW: 

SD: 

BW: 

was primarily organizing; you see the mines weren't 

By the '30's, the International Union 

been smashed. So it was a big job then in trying to reor-

ganize it again. And ~ctually it wasn't organized until 

1943, when it became legalized. There were several unions: 
( 

there were thf?13ridge River Miner's Union, out here; I guess 
1: ,: I' I 

the up in the Caribou; I think Stewart 

was organiz~~ Premier Mine, Stewart. There was several attempts 
but 

to organize both Trail and Kimberley, they failed. And there 

was some major battles around that. 

Women's Auxiliaries 

They weren't too prevalent in Bridge River, no. 

No? 

No. )When you'd go in and organize, would you also try and 

~-
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SD: (cont) get someone to organize the women into .)J\ 

BW: No. 

SD: No. 

BW: No. There was enough of a problem trying to get the men 

organized. (laughs) 

SD: (Right. 

BW: Had a company doctor examined you once a year. Most of the 

SD: 

mines had a MSA or some sort of a medical plan. 
for example, 

Would they work for the community, so that~women having 

kids and that 1 
dttuJtit.~ 

BW: Oh yes, the doctor would / .-their children, yeah. Of 

course, you had a physical exam every year, bend down and 

touch your toes, and if your heart was still beating, you 

were okay to go to work for .(;nother year. 

SD: But there was no attempt to deal with industrial diseases, 

or the conditions or anything? 

BW: They avoided it as much as possible. 

SD: 

? 

BW: Oh yes. They knew about silicosis from the Roman days, they 

knew about it. The only person that didn't know about it 

was the miner that was workin' in it, that was catching it. 
H U)G\S 

reported it as miner's consUmption. There wasn't, 

it had nothing to do with consumption really. 

SD: No. It's really a form of poisoning. 

BW: It's worse than that. The dust gets in and can't get out. 

And you have a chemical reaction, that sets up a scar tissue, 

that covered over the air sacs, so that there's no exchange 
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BW: (cont) of gases from the lungs to the blood, and from the blood 

back to the lungs again. That's what causes the shortness 

of breath. 

SD: Right. 

BW: But they knew this. 

SD: Yeah. 

BW: 
''lJ, .~ 

The companies knew iti'vmedical association knew it. 
t,c.OC: 

Only 

the workers that didn't know it. The same thing is happening 

with asbestosis; they're covering it up. 
was 

SD: Yes. I ~ hearing this thing on the CBC about how they dev-

eloped a new way of testing for silicosis and asbestosis, 

which finally differentiates the disease from other forms 

of lung diseases which you can get from smoking and so on, 

but that, the companies and the vast majority of the med-

ical profession weren't using any kind of testing devices 

which would ... 

BW: No. 

SD: differentiate. So that meant that miners couldn't use, 

for evidence, for compensation, because the companies always 

say, "Well, you're just a heavy smoker." 

BW: My doctor filed for compensation for silicosis in 1968. I 

didn't, I wasn't able to establish a pension until 1975. 

SD: 

BW: Yeah. So all they do is take an !{;-ray; and they say, 
know there~s 

sure you're short of breath. WeAsomething wrong, but 

sure isn't silicosi's • .So (laughs and then coughs), how 

do yo~rgue with it?. 

END OF SIDE II 
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